
Pre-engineered FRP Stair System

A ReadySeries Solution
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YEARS OF RELIABLE SERVICE
Made of fiberglass-reinforced polymer (FRP), ReadyStair modular  

solutions hold up well under the harsh conditions that cause metal and 

wood structures to fail. You’ll get the quick installation you need and  

long-lasting performance you want.

  Resistant to heat, high winds, rain, snow, saltwater and chemicals
  Won’t shrink, swell, warp, corrode, dent, attract insects or 

   conduct electricity
  Lightweight for easy transport and handling
  Easy to assemble with standard tools
  Meets the demands of load-carrying conditions
  Low maintenance for decades of continuous use
  OSHA compliant
  Industry-leading warranty

Applications

  Power generation 
  Oil & gas
  Water & wastewater
  Cooling towers
  Industrial plants & facilities
  Food & beverage facilities
  Fertilizer & chemical operations
  Distribution & warehousing
  Much more

Request a quote today  

at Ready-Series.com 

STAIRS  
IN A SNAP

Don’t wait for a custom build when you don’t need one. Take your safety and productivity needs 

to the highest level with ReadyStair stair towers from Bedford. ReadyStair sections are also used 

in conjunction with ReadyPlatform materials to meet any configuration need.

Photo of assembled stair tower prepared for shipment.



Ready for Quick Shipping

Bedford keeps ReadyStair materials handy for quick  

shipping to your installation site. Stair towers fit in a  

7' 6" x 12' nominal footprint, rising in 6' increments 

between landings. When needed, a short stretch of up 

or down stairs is provided for the final transition at the 

top. Combine ReadyStair sections with ReadyPlatform 

materials to get the configuration you want.

Easy to Assemble

Don’t hire a welder or start planning trips to the 

hardware store. Bedford has made installing 

ReadyStair solutions a breeze. Materials easily bolt 

together using ordinary tools. The range of sizes 

makes it easy to order exactly what you need for most 

applications, and components can be easily trimmed 

to fit with standard tools if needed.

CUSTOM-ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE

Get exactly what you need — fast!

Safety Is Top Priority

You aren’t sacrificing quality for 

speed. All ReadyStair components 

meet strict OSHA guidelines for 

worker safety, including safety yellow 

coloring, anti-slip surfaces and fire-

retardant resins. Unlike metal, they’re 

non-conductive and impact resistant, 

plus the low thermal conductivity 

reduces expansion and contraction 

to keep structures stable. You’ll also 

get long-term reliability, because FRP 

holds up to corrosive environments 

and harsh weather.



For more real-world examples,  

visit Ready-Series.com.  

BEDFORD IN ACTION

Bedford is a family-owned American company, and ReadyStair 
products are proudly built right here in Pennsylvania.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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+ Use the entire ReadySeries lineup to 
meet your exact needs in short order:

ReadyPlatform | ReadyRail | ReadyLadder 
ReadyStair | ReadySpan

QUICK-SHIP OPTIONS
You don't need to wait for a custom build with ReadyStair stair towers.

  Fits in a 7' 6" x 12' nominal footprint

  6' increments between landings, up to 30'

   Accommodates varying exit elevations in 9" increments to meet   
OSHA requirements

You can also combine ReadyStair sections with ReadyPlatform materials 
to get the configuration you want.


